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The #BeingTheCEO Programme 2022/23, with Sir Steve
Lancashire

We are delighted to confirm the seventh cohort of the #BeingTheCEO programme, a
programme for aspirant and serving CEOs who are keen to further their development and
find the time and space to reflect, guided by experts. The programme will run from June
2022 until February 2023.
The programme is led by Michael Pain. author of the seminal book. 'Being The CEO' and founder
of Forum Strategy - a leading national consultancy supporting CEO learning and development;
together with Sir Steve Lancashire, of the country's most experienced trust Chief Executives,
having overseen a trust grow sustainably and successfully to more than sixty schools over the
last decade. Previous contributors to the programme have also included Prof. Claudia Nagel, Dr.
Peter Homa, and leading governance expert and author Patrick Dunne. Executive coaches
include Prof. Toby Salt and others. The framework and template job description upon which the
programme is based has been endorsed by the National Governance Association in November
2021.
Being The CEO is a truly independent programme, based on the input of leading thinkers and
CEOs in the corporate, third-, and education sectors. The programme includes two residentials;
extensive resources; and coaching and mentoring throughout. Each participant will receive three
'one to one' mentoring sessions with Sir Steve.
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The best CPD I've ever had as a leader and with

A superb course with input from extremely high

such a fantastic group of people.

calibre professionals - I cannot recommend this
opportunity highly enough to colleague CEOs.
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I would heartily recommend other CEOs takmg
part 1n the 'Being The CEO' course
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I wish I could do 1t all over again - I learnt so
much.

Resources and programme details
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